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HAZARDS PRESENT PERSONAL PROTECTION 
EQUIPMENT (PPE) 

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 Muscle strains & back injuries 
 Exhaustion 
 Crush hazard 
 Awkward postures 

 No open toed footwear 
 Protective gloves 
 Long pants 
 Long sleeves 

 

 Tie back long hair 
 Lifting training 

 

 
 

Safe Work Procedure 
 

 
Repeated lifting and carrying of loads increases the risk of back injury. 
 
♦ Do not lift anything that is too heavy – check the weight to  
   be sure that you are comfortable with the lift 
♦ Use handles, cutouts, or handholds, if available 
♦ Use carts with large wheels 
♦ Bend your knees and lift with your back straight 
♦ Keep the load close to the body and do not twist 

 
 
 
Proper Lifting Technique: 
 
 Test the weight of the load:  if it feels too heavy ask for help, use a mechanical lifting device, or split the 

load when possible. 
 Position your body close to the load 
 Take a wide stance, with the load between the knees, if possible 
 BEND YOUR KNEES 
 Bending at the waist should never be permitted.  Never try to catch a falling load 
 Keep the lower back straight, the risk of injury increases when the lower back is rounded.   
 Keep your head up, the more vertical your posture, the lower your risk of injury. 
 Breathe out as you begin to lift 
       - This increases tension in your abdominal muscles 
       - Do not hold your breath during a lift; this increases pressure in the abdomen 
 Always keep your shoulders in line with your feet 
       - When turning follow your feed – do not twist your body, twisting significantly increases the      
         risk of injury 
       - Never twist while lifting or carrying anything, even light objects 
       - NO TWISTING! 
 Proper lowering is as important as proper lifting 
       - Dropping or throwing loads is hazardous 
       - Bend the knees, keep the back straight, and breathe out as you begin to lower. 
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IF IT’S TOO HEAVY “GET HELP” 
 
 When lifting heavy awkward items ask for help. 
 Plan the lift and talk to your partner 
 Make sure team members understand their role 
 Use lifting equipment wherever possible 

 
 
                                              
 
Water Pails & Buckets: 
 

Water pails/buckets are heavy and unstable loads. Use proper body movement and safe work procedures 
to prevent injuries. 
 
Filling 
♦ Use a hose to avoid lifting 
♦ Use a smaller container to top it up if there is no hose 
♦ Fill pail to 1/2 (one-half) or 2/3 (two-thirds) full to reduce the weight 
 
Lifting 
♦ Use two hands 
♦ Grasp opposite sides of the rim of the pail to stabilize your body and keep  
   the pail from swinging 
♦ Use grips that allow elbows to remain at or near your sides 
 
Carrying 
A thin handle on a bucket causes significant contact pressure on the hand with prolonged use. 
♦ Increase the diameter of the handle by adding padding or by  
   attaching a thicker handle – you have greater grip strength  
   and feel less pressure on your hand 
♦ Wear gloves to increase padding around the handle, alternate  
   hands 
♦ Do not overfill the bucket with water/washcloths/sponges, mark  
   to a 2/3 fill line 
♦ Distribute weight evenly by dividing the contents equally into 2 
   buckets; keep  buckets light enough to carry comfortably 
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Emptying: 
Emptying mop buckets while dumping dirty water involves lifting. Movements include carrying a heavy load, 
bending at the waist, awkward arm and hand postures. 
♦ Use floor drains if available to reduce the vertical distance of the lift 
♦ Lift the pail from the cart to the edge of the sink, supporting the weight  
    on the sink as you empty it 
 
No Floor Drain Available 
♦ Use a smaller container to 'bail out' some of the water 
♦ Place a platform in front of the sink and lift the bucket onto the platform – then  
   tilt and lever over the edge of the sink to empty 
♦ Consider emptying into a toilet 
♦ Remove the wringer mechanism and use one hand to tilt the bucket to empty it; avoid lifting the full weight   
   of the bucket; when the drain is protected by a low barrier, use the barrier as a pivot point to lever the  
   bucket to empty it. 

 
 
Use good body                                                Rest edge of pail 
mechanics when                                             against the sink  
emptying buckets  
into floor sink  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Furniture Dollies 
 
 Use table, desk or chair dollies whenever possible to avoid lifting and  

carrying Furniture 
 Stabilize the load with straps when needed and consider using a team  

of workers. 
 When moving tables/desks/chairs a short distance,  pushing or  

pulling them is better than lifting.   
 Tilt the piece to be moved, don’t lift.  Slide the dolly underneath. 
 
 
 
 
Large wheels roll easily and require less  
force over door thresholds, elevator  
gaps, etc 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Use rolling carts to move 
stacks of chairs & tables  
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Moving Furniture: 
 
Moving and arranging heavy pieces of furniture involves forceful exertions. It is always better to use a 
mechanical aid. 
 
Pushing Furniture :  Make pushing easier by: 
•• Lifting one end to reduce the drag on the floor 
•• Using a carpet slider to reduce the friction 
 
 
 
 
Pulling Furniture: Pull only when necessary and when the: 
•• Table or chair is up against the wall and needs to be pulled out to give you room 
    to push 
•• Combined push/pull effort of more than one worker is available 
 
 
 
 
 
'Walking' or Pivoting Furniture 
When furniture is heavy or awkward, it may be necessary to 'pivot' it. By lifting and pivoting one end at a 
time the furniture is 'walked' in a zigzag pattern. Protect your lower back by bending your knees and using 
your legs to power the move. 
 
 
'Flipping' a Table 
When placing one table upside down on top of another table, manual lifting can be reduced by overlapping 
the edges of the tables. This way the weight can be reduced by resting most 
of the weight on a pivot point thereby ‘flipping’ the table by levering it over the pivot point. This can be done 
by one person on a small table or by two people for a larger table 
 
 
Two Person Lift/Carry Using a lifting strap 
When a lift or carry is required, two or more workers located at each end can perform the task, either 
with a side stepping action or a forward or backward step. Avoid twisting the spine during lifting activities. 
 
1. Put the harness on:  separate the webbing  and lift it up 
      and over your head. 
2. Adjust the harness so that the metal buckle is by your  
      waist and the X is in the middle of your upper back. 
3. Threading the tension buckle: 
      - check the buckle to ensure the word “FRONT” is facing out 
      - thread the strap through the top of the buckle then over and  
        under the buckle tongue. 
4. Adjust the length of the strap by holding the buckle horizontal  

and pull the strap straight down. 
5. Tilt the item to be lifted back and place the lifting strap under- 

neath in the middle of the item. 
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6. Adjust the webbing (tighten) for the height of the object.  The deeper you squat the higher the lift.   
7. To avoid tripping on the excess webbing, either wrap or tie up the excess webbing. 
8. Once tightened, keep your back straight; lift with your legs; push straight out with your arms. 
9. Keep the object horizontal while moving; do not take your hands off the object while moving it. 
10. Move the item to the desired location.  Remember to stop at door steps or stairs to secure your footing. 
11. Communicate with your lifting partner and work together to set objects down. 
12. When lifting up stairs:  lift objects 12 “ off the ground and keep the object horizontal to the stairs 
13. Release the lifting strap by leaning the object back and sliding the strap out or have one person remove 

the strap from the buckle and the other person pull the strap out from underneath the object. 
14. Reminder:  adjust the webbing for the height of the lifter ( a taller person will have more webbing 

between the ground and the buckle) 

 
 
Garbage: Managing Containers & Bags 
Don't assume that garbage cans weigh the same each time.  Injuries can occur when lifting an 
unexpectedly heavy can. 
 
The risks of injury are related to: 
•• Size of the garbage can 
•• Trying to predict the weight 
•• Suction (23) holding the bag in place 
•• Ability to replace lifting with pulling 
•• Controlling the weight of bag 
•• Method of transporting bag to dumpster  
•• Mechanics of lifting bag into dumpster  
 
Container Size 
The right capacity for the container is based on the size and weight of the items placed in it. 
When collecting heavy articles (wet paper, books, food waste): 
♦ Use a smaller container 
♦ Put in a false bottom to reduce the available space 
 
Controlling Bag Size 
♦ Ensure the garbage bags are not overfilled.  Place a false bottom  
   (Styrofoam blocks or cardboard box) in the container to "use up  
   some of the capacity" 
♦ Tie off the bag when it's 1/2 (one-half) full and start a new bag  
    on top of the first 
♦ Tie off the second bag when it reaches the top of the container  
    at 1/2 (one-half) full 
 
 
Predicting the Weight 
Often the person filling the container is not the person emptying it, so the containers may be overfilled. 
Test the load before lifting it, especially when a heavy load would be unusual 
 
Times when garbage bags may be heavier than usual: 
•• Classroom set-up time 
•• Classroom clean-up time 
•• Special events (holidays, food days, graduation parties) 
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Emptying the Cans 
♦ Always wear gloves 
♦ Check the weight of the can by tilting or pushing it 
♦ Look over the contents of the can for sharp points or protrusions 
♦ Grasp the lip around the rim of the can; use two hands if the can is heavy and avoid bending your wrists 
♦ Change hands to pick up and lower trash cans 
♦ Empty trash cans frequently to avoid accumulating heavy loads 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bend your knees and keep your                    Position the can on the barrel                   DO NOT stoop over to line 
back straight as you pick up or                      rim before you empty the contents            the garbage can. 
lower the cans                                               and replace the lining 

 
Remember: 
The dumping of garbage bags requires repeated high force and high shoulder lifts to toss in bags. 
 

Transporting to Dumpster 
♦ Always transport garbage bags to the dumpster with a cart 
♦ Keep bags compact and light if no carts are available 
 
Lifting to Dumpster 
♦ Always wear gloves 
♦ Roll barrels and other equipment containing trash bags as close to the dumpster as possible 
♦ If the bag is too heavy, get help 
♦ Use a step up platform next to the dumpster 
♦ Avoid twisting and tossing side ways 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                      With feet and body facing the dumpster,                               Place the dumpster next to the loading dock,  
                      step closer and toss the bag forward into it.                          if available 
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REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 

 

 Mb. Regulations 217/2006, Part 8, Sections 8.1 – 8.2 

 WS&H Act W210, Section 4, 5, 7, 7.1 

 


